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Ms. Kate Dineen, Deputy Secretary, Environment 
Mr. James Malatras, Director, State Operations 
Ms. Rachel Small, Deputy Secretary, Environment  
New York State Capitol Building 
Albany, NY 12224 
 
September 28, 2016 
 
Dear Mr. Malatras, Ms. Small and Ms. Dineen, 
 
Thank you again for meeting with us on July 21st and for following up by sending the work order for the risk 
assessment that is now presumably underway. As you informed us, on July 13th, the New York State Office of 
General Services officially issued a contract (SB485) to Mr. Gary Gray of Henningson, Durham and Richardson, 
Arch. & Engineering PC (HDR) of Mahwah, NJ to provide “risk assessment services.” The contract time frame is 90 
days, so the work should be completed by October 11th. The work order raises major questions and concerns about 
the scope of the assessment and is inconsistent with the “independent safety risk analysis,” called for by the 
Governor in his letter of February 29, 2016: 
 

“New York Governor Andrew M. Cuomo has directed the Department of Homeland Security and Emergency 
Services (DHSES), the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), the New 
York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) and New York State Department of Public Service (DPS) to 
immediately commence an independent safety risk analysis of Spectra Energy’s Algonquin Incremental 
Market (AIM) project, specifically near Entergy’s Indian Point Nuclear Facility (known as Indian Point 
Energy Center or IPEC).” 

 
The work order granted to HDR fails to address the core concerns raised in the February 29th letter that was issued 
by the four New York State agencies. That letter clearly focused on the need for a risk assessment of the potential 
impact of the Spectra AIM pipeline expansion project on Indian Point. The scope of work outlined in the work order 
excludes any reference to evaluation of the risk of a rupture of the new 42 inch diameter high-pressure Spectra AIM 
natural gas pipeline adjacent to the aging and troubled Indian Point nuclear power plant that is the centerpiece of a 
full, independent risk assessment repeatedly requested by nuclear, pipeline and medical disaster experts and public 
officials on the local, state, and federal levels. 
 
Any relevant analysis would broadly look at the many interacting risks at both sites and the potential of an incident at 
one triggering, or preventing mitigation of, an event at the other. The potential consequences of a gas line rupture are 
the most obvious, but hardly the only risk. The national security implications are considerable. The close proximity 
of these hazardous sites – and the fact that both involve critical power infrastructure – make them an exceptionally 
attractive target for adversaries of the United States. The ability to exploit cyber and extreme weather events must be 
part of the calculus. It should be noted that “safe shutdown” does not forestall catastrophic accidents at nuclear 
plants. Fukushima had full “safe shutdown.” 
 
During the past two years, there have been ongoing conversations and email correspondences between members of 
the public, Assemblywoman Sandy Galef and Mr. Terence O’Leary, Mr. Brian Wright, Mr. John Melville, Ms. 
Caitlin Durkovich and other members of the Governor’s executive staff regarding the need for an independent risk 
assessment and what it should encompass.  The importance and urgency of an independent risk assessment has also 
been well established during various other meetings and conference calls with the Governor’s executive staff and the 
state agencies involved in assessing this risk. Nuclear expert, Paul Blanch attended a meeting with Governor 
Cuomo’s staff including Basil Seggos, Peter Walke, Terrence O’Leary, Josh Rousseau and Katie Codey, arranged by 
Assemblywoman Galef, on October 13, 2015. He shared information about the flawed analysis and improper 
methodology used by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Entergy Corporation regarding the siting of the 
Spectra AIM pipeline adjacent to Indian Point and within 105 feet of its critical safety structures.  
 
In addition, Mr. Richard Kuprewicz of Accufacts, a pipeline safety expert, attended a high-level meeting in 
November 2015 with the Governor’s executive staff in which he discussed the untenable risks of siting the AIM 
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pipeline at Indian Point. The experts’ attached affidavits reflect their statements in these meetings, testimonies, 
letters, reports and in other documents in the record.  

For example, in his affidavit, i Mr. Kuprewicz stated, “My extensive experience in pipeline rupture investigations, 
spanning many decades, indicates that Entergy, the NRC, and others making statements that a 42-inch pipeline 
rupture can be quickly isolated and implying that the pipeline operator can quickly remotely recognize and isolate the 
pipeline rupture within minutes (such as shutdown in three minutes) are misleading and downright false. A transient 
pipeline rupture analysis for the proposed 42-inch, 850 psig MAOP pipeline in the vicinity of IPEC needs to be 
properly performed, subject to independent verification of key assumptions, and gas pipeline rupture possible 
impacts to IPEC reviewed to confirm that such a rupture event near IPEC and its associated key facilities would not 
prevent the facilities from safely shutting down and/or place the public at great risks.” 

In a separate affidavit, ii Mr. Blanch stated, “The NRC has underestimated the probability of a gas line accident 
impacting the Indian Point nuclear plant by at least a factor of 1000. Moreover, the NRC and Entergy have failed to 
provide any supportable documentation that Indian Point can safely shut down the plants in the event of a gas line 
rupture, and Entergy has no emergency procedures in place at Indian Point to respond to a gas line rupture. The blast 
radius from a gas line rupture would likely encompass the entire Indian Point site, disabling all vital equipment 
required to prevent core damage and major radioactive releases to the environment…It is my expert opinion that once 
gas is introduced into the AIM pipeline there will be a grave and imminent danger to the surrounding area and 
residents. The consequences of a nuclear event at Indian Point may impact millions of lives in the Hudson Valley and 
New York City and cause social and economic impacts in the trillions of dollars range. It is my professional expert 
opinion that a transparent and independent risk analysis must be conducted consistent with NRC regulations 10 CFR 
Part 50, Regulatory Guide 1.91, and the requirements of DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR §192.935 and ASME B31.8(S) prior 
to pressurized gas being introduced into the AIM pipeline.” 
 
On March 11, 2016 Ms. Amy Rosmarin sent an email to members of the DHSES outlining specific concerns:  
 

Date: Fri, Mar 11, 2016 at 9:37 AM 
Subject: DHS Independent Safety Analysis - Indian Point and AIM pipeline 
To: john.melville@dhses.ny.gov, Brian.wright@dhses.ny.gov, frank.hoare@dhses.ny.gov, galefs@assembly.state.ny.us, 
loughline@assembly.state.ny.us, svandolsen@gmail.com,  
 
Dear Mr. Hoare, Commissioner Melville and Mr. Wright,  
 
It was a pleasure speaking with you, Mr. Hoare, about the independent safety analysis that will be conducted by the Cuomo 
administration regarding the dangerous siting of the Spectra AIM pipeline alongside the Indian Point nuclear facility. As you may know, 
after the July 15, 2015 phone call with theNuclear Regulatory Commission’s Petition Review Boardto discuss Mr. Blanch'sallegations, Mr. 
Blanch submitted 39 questions to the NRC. TheNRCreplied after several months, and only after the intervention by federal officials, and 
evaded or incorrectly answered a number of the questions. Subsequent to receiving theNRC's"answers”, Mr. Blanch, a nuclear expert, 
submitted an additional 46  
 
questions which further highlight the critical issues.I have attached that document because it should be an integral guide for your 
evaluation. I have also attached a highlighted version of the Indian Point 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. In addition,attached is a white paper 
titled “What is an Independent Risk Assessment” that provides a structured methodology for conducting an assessment using accepted 
industry practices. I strongly urge the use of this type of procedure for the risk assessment. 
 
Yesterday, Assemblywoman Sandy Galef''s assistant, Emily Loughln, Paul Blanch, Susan Van Dolsen and I spoke with Mr. Richard 
Kuprewicz of AccuFacts, one of the country's leading pipeline experts.In November Mr. Kuprewicz met with members of the Cuomo 
administration in Albany and shared a lot of information. On February 2, Mr. Kuprewicz met with about 10 members of the NRC and 2 
members of PHMSA in Washington, DC to discuss the AIM pipeline’s siting at Indian Point. 
 
Mr. Kuprewicz outlined the major issues of concern that resulted from the NRC/PHMSA meeting and from his review of the NRC’s 
confirmatory analysis. He stated a valid risk analysis must be conducted by independent experts and that these experts must not be 
affiliated in some way with an interested party or organization. They must possess unique expertiseto understand the science of pipeline 
rupture dynamics and nuclear rules and regulations. Mr. Kuprewicz believes there are only about 5-10 people worldwide who possess 
this expertise in pipeline rupture dynamics. Mr. Kuprewicz noted that at the February meeting the NRC voiced frustration that they could 
not find the modeling of the scenario he discussed in published literature. As you know, some information is not publicly available. 
 
The NRC has many smart people who are trying to model this scenario, but they clearly do not have the expertise. They have no idea 
about the realities of gas rupture dynamics. A 3 minute shutdown defies the laws of thermodynamics. The NRC says that a full guillotine 
break would happen 20% of the time. All pipeline ruptures exhibit full guillotine breaks. It's not the worst case scenario. It is the true 
scenario. Furthermore, the NRC did not appreciate the intensity of the heat release from a 42" high pressure gas transmission line 
rupture. From Mr. Kuprewicz's conversation, it was evident that they did not grasp how big the clouds of turbulence are that would result 
in secondary fires and explosions. NRC-approved documentation says that a blast at 1500 feet away would not melt plastic. This is not 
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accurate. At that distance, it can melt steel. The NRC noted that it has a back-up city water tank for cooling. This tank is well within the 
blast radius. Loss of this tank would impact the ability to cool the diesel generators. 
 
Disturbingly, the NRC dismisses vandalism citing that the pipes are buried 3 feet. This is disingenuous. If they were buried 10 feet they 
would still be vulnerable. Spectra/NRC have implied that because additional mitigation measures have been taken, that the pipeline 
would be invincible. As Mr. Kuprewicz warns, do not fall into the space shuttle syndrome. Do not dismiss low probability. Nothing is 
invincible. Do not consider low probability risk as zero. (Using NRC-approved calculations, Mr. Blanch estimates that Entergy/NRC's risk 
probability was miscalculated and is at least 100 times higher than stated in the NRC/Spectra analysis.) Additionally, as is evident from 
publicly available documents, an assessment of vandalism as required in ASME standards and PHMSA regulations, was not considered, 
violating PHMSA regulations.  
 
These are just some of the issues that you should be aware of if you plan to conduct a valid, accurate and independent risk assessment.  
 
If DHS truly cares about the safety of the citizens of NY and the US, and wants to do an independent assessment that is not political 
posturing, you need to engage one of the 5-10 pipeline experts worldwide who have adequate knowledge and who are independent and 
you should engage one of the handful of nuclear experts who are independent. Otherwise your "risk analysis" will be questioned by all 
impacted by this effort.  
 
Assemblywoman Galef will be reaching out to the Cuomo administration to set up a meeting to discuss the ways in which your 
Department and the others will be undertaking the risk assessment. We look forward to the follow-up. 
 
Sincerely, 
Amy Rosmarin 

 
On May 18, 2016, Paul Blanch filed a FOIL request with the Governor’s office for a copy of all internal 
communication related to the requested study discussed in the Governor’s letter of February 29, 2016. On August 22, 
2016 the Governor’s office refused to provide the requested information and only provided public information. 
Mr. Blanch is formally appealing this FOIL response. 
 
On more than one occasion, the Cuomo administration was provided a “white paper” titled “What is an Independent 
Risk Assessment”. iii This document presents a structured methodology, endorsed by DOT/OSHA regulations. This 
document also cites two companies, A.D. Little and Areva, that have no ties to the pipeline industry and that have 
done acceptable risk assessments for gas pipelines in the past – the Cove Point project and New Mexico facilities. 
 
In the beginning of June, we were notified by Assemblywoman Galef that the Governor’s office was going to issue a 
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the independent risk assessment.  Multiple people on multiple occasions over the 
course of several months requested the RFP and at the July 21st afternoon meeting, you told us that the RFP was 
almost finished. Surprisingly, the next day, July 22nd, we were notified by Patrizia Greco that “DHSES has awarded 
a work order to HDR.” We emailed Rachel Small several times and requested a copy of the work order. She said 
there were delays in sharing that information. On August 2nd, Susan Van Dolsen filed a FOIL request with the 
Governor’s office for the work order but none of the four agencies could produce it. Several weeks later, after many 
requests, on August 12, 2016, Rachel Small sent the work order to Ms. Van Dolsen. 
 
Our review of the “Request For Term Assignment” on Project NO SB485 raises a number of questions and concerns: 
 

1) Why was the standard operating procedure of publishing a Request for Proposal never issued so that different 
proposals of scope of work and costs could be weighed before making an informed decision? 

2) What consulting services or other work has the firm HDR or its principals performed for Spectra or its 
affilitates in the past?  

3) What current work and/or planned activities is HDR or its principals involved in for Spectra or any of its 
affiliates? 

4) What consulting services or other work has the firm HDR or its principals performed for Entergy, Exelon, or 
any other nuclear plant operator in the past?  

5) What current work and/or planned activities is HDR or its principals involved in for Entergy, Exelon, or any 
other nuclear plant operator?  
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6) Why was HDR selected?  

7) What were the criteria? 

8) What other firms were looked at?3 

9) What are the specific qualifications of HDR to assess the impact of a pipeline explosion on an adjacent 
nuclear plant? 

10) What gas pipeline accident expertise does HDR have? Who at the firm has such expertise? Please provide the 
bios of such individuals. 

11) If Indian Point is included within the scope of the analysis, what is HDR’s nuclear expertise? Who at the firm 
has such expertise? Please provide the bios of such individuals.  

12) What cyber expertise does HDR have? Who at the firm has such expertise? Please provide the bios of such 
individuals. 

13) What security and counterterrorism expertise does HDR have? Who at the firm has such expertise? Please 
provide the bios of such individuals. 

14) What electrical transmission infrastructure expertise does HDR have? Who at the firm has such expertise? 
Please provide the bios of such individuals. 

15) What traffic and transit and emergency response expertise does HDR have? Who at the firm has such 
expertise? Please provide the bios of such individuals. 

16) Why does the “Risk Assessment” services ambit not specifically include Indian Point? 

17) Why does the Risk Assessment services ambit not mandate an integrated all hazard assessment? (The siloed 
assessment approach is the crux of the deficiency with regard to current risk assessment schemes. Different 
infrastructure and different components within infrastructure are evaluated separately instead of interactively. 
This unique site has many potential interactive risks. Individuals with a broad understanding of these risks 
and individuals with specific types of expertise are both essential to a reliable product.)  

18) What exactly is the difference between Phase I and Phase II of this project?  What is the scope and objective 
of Phase I vs Phase II? What is the timeline? 

19)  How will the Professional Consultation Report of phase I be available to the public for their input prior to 
being accepted by the Governor’s office?  Will the public’s independent experts with security clearance have 
an opportunity to comment?  

20) As worded, the work order fails to provide any compliance with any regulations other than merely stating it 
will “Assess and report on the applicability of the USDOL 29 CFR 1910.119 Appendix C. Compliance 
Guidelines and Recommendations for Process Safety Management.” rather than requiring actions necessary 
to comply with the guidance of 29 CFR 1910.119, Appendix C.  

21) The work order fails to include the necessary independent risk assessment for the blast radius, valve closure 
time, vapor cloud effects, failure probability and the requirements of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.91 and 10 
CFR 100. 

22) The work order does not provide assurances of compliance with all sections of 49 CFR 192.935 and ASME 
B31.8(S). 
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23) How will the Governor’s office address these critical inadequacies? 

 
These numerous concerns are further heightened due to the “serious violation” issued by FERC to Spectra on 
September 9, 2016 iv after the contractor failed to pull the new 42-inch diameter string of welded segments of the 
pipeline across the Hudson River using horizontal directional drilling (HDD). The company willfully violated 
regulations and responded to FERC’s questions with an excuse that they “misinterpreted communications.” Spectra 
has filed a new schedule and plans to attempt another pullback of the pipe through the Hudson River from September 
28-October 1, 2016. Spectra should be required to resubmit full and transparent details of their new plan to pull the 
pipe through the bore hole. In addition to review by the regulatory agencies, the Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) and the New York State Public Service Commission (NYS PSC), the new plan should be 
made public and provided to independent pipeline safety experts before a second pullback is attempted. A letter to 
FERC from a coalition from four states outlines these details. v 
 
Due to the glaring inadequacy of the HDR work order, the other problems noted herein, the critical nature of 
this independent risk assessment, and the absence of a valid contractor selection process, it is vital that the 
public, independent experts and elected officials be given the answers to our questions above and the 
opportunity to review and comment on HDR’s draft report. We expect all the review and comments to be fully 
addressed by HDR before they issue a final report.  
 
Spectra's construction of the AIM pipeline is nearing completion and operation date of November 1, 2016. 
This construction must be halted.  Millions of New Yorkers' lives are at stake. 
 
We look forward to your timely response. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Paola Dalle Carbonare 
Susan Van Dolsen 
Ellen Weininger 
Nancy S. Vann 
Amy Rosmarin 
Supported by: 
Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition (IPSEC) 
Stop the Algonquin Pipeline Expansion (SAPE)  
Safe Energy Rights Group, Inc. (SEnRG) 
 
Endnotes: 
                                                
i Declaration of Richard Kuprewicz, September 21, 2016 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7g3zFc9C_r6TUMxbHRGWWg0UHc/view 
 
ii Declaration of Paul Blanch, September 21, 2016 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7g3zFc9C_r6Z3dKMVZSYnJjeGc/view 

 
ii Declaration of Paul Blanch, September 21, 2016 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7g3zFc9C_r6Z3dKMVZSYnJjeGc/view 
 
iii  What is an Independent Risk Assessment? https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/what-is-an-independent-risk-
assessment.pdf   
 
iv FERC’s Office of Energy Projects issues warning letter regarding serious violation to Spectra Energy, September 9, 2016 
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/090916-ferc-letter-to-algonquin-re-violation-hdd.pdf    

v New York/New England Coalition letter to FERC, September 22, 2016 re: Spectra Energy’s serious violation 
https://sape2016.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/ferc_letter_092216_final-10.pdf 


